
Egypt renews commitment to settling
Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam crisis
Mon, 2022-10-17 23:50

CAIRO: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi has called on the
international community to pull together in a bid to find a just and lasting
solution to the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam crisis.

His appeal on Sunday came at the opening of the fifth session of Cairo Water
Week, organized by Egypt and entitled “Water at the Heart of Climate Action.”

Egypt has renewed its commitment to attempting to settle the GERD issue in a
manner that satisfies interests of all parties.
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Putin’s gas hub offer to Turkey sparks
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debate
Mon, 2022-10-17 23:50

ANKARA: An offer by Russian President Vladimir Putin to establish Turkey as a
gas hub to European markets has stirred intense debate on the feasibility of
the plan.

The proposal looks to position the TurkStream pipeline as an alternative to
Europe’s Nord Stream by exporting more gas through the Black Sea to Turkey.
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Frankly Speaking: Iranian opposition
group NCRI urges Biden, EU to ‘stand
with Iranian people, support their
demands for change’
Sun, 2022-10-16 22:03

DUBAI: As an unprecedented wave of civil unrest sweeps Iran, it is crucial
that the world community, particularly Europe and the US, lends its support
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to the Iranian people and imposes greater sanctions on the regime in Tehran,
according to the UK representative of an Iranian political opposition group.

“No matter what the mistakes, strategic mistakes, made by the United States,
it is now time for the administration (of American President Joe Biden) to
correct them and change its policy.
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Concern grows over expanding settler
attacks in occupied West Bank
Sun, 2022-10-16 23:38

RAMALLAH: The UN is leading efforts to calm the situation in Nablus and Jenin
in the West Bank, Tor Wennesland, UN special coordinator for the Middle East
Peace Process, tweeted in an announcement on Sunday. 

Wennesland said he held constructive meetings on Oct. 15 in Nablus and Jenin
with influential figures to discuss the deteriorating security situation, and
ways of restoring calm and pursuing a political solution.

He also stressed the need to reduce tensions and focus on tangible, permanent
steps to improve the situation.
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Women-only Gaza restaurant feeding
local needs
Sun, 2022-10-16 23:35

GAZA CITY: Reham Hamouda makes a point of walking around her restaurant to
ask if customers are satisfied with the offerings available in her women-only
eatery.

Recently opened Sabaya VIP restaurant in Gaza City caters exclusively for
female diners.

“The restaurant was an idea, and it became a reality. There is financial
independence for me and other female workers in this restaurant. All of them
are women too,” Hamouda told Arab News.
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